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Hawa pushes the dialog with architects and planners: To architect@work
with a tightly-closing sliding door hardware

architect@work has firmly established itself all over Europe with its effective concept, which promotes
the intensive exchange of knowledge and innovative ideas between exhibitors and visitors. Only those
architects, interior designers and planners who expect real innovation come to this event. Hawa Sliding
Solutions AG has qualified for this claim with an acoustically effective sliding hardware, and has
acquired one of the coveted exhibitor places for 2023 in Hamburg, Milan and Düsseldorf.

“Hawa Porta Acoustics” is in the focus of the pointed presentation. With this, the Swiss company has developed
a sliding hardware system with an optimized, all-round seal which noticeably reduces the room to room noise
situation by up to 39 decibels when the door is closed. However, tight closing with a high sound attenuation
value does not only provide protection from noise. It also provides protection from unwanted odors, light
incidence and drafts.

The “Hawa Porta Acoustics” moves doors weighing up to 100 kilograms easily and quietly with its sliding
characteristics and the force deflection of the horizontal seal. “Hawa SoftStop” provides a braked and
cushioned closing movement. The system can be implemented as a wall-mounted and pocket solution, and
also in floor-to-ceiling sliding doors. Puristic design succeeds with concealed technology. The “Hawa Porta
HMT Pocket Acoustics” scores points with its additional operating convenience: It brings doors out of the wall
pocket with a gentle tap thanks to Push-to-open with a soft closing mechanism.

Comfortable quiet zones in no time

The tight closing, which has mostly only believed to be possible using hinged doors until now, predestines the
sliding hardware system for numerous applications in which space-saving also plays a part. At architect@work
from September 13 to 14 in Hamburg (Booth 97), from November 8 to 9 in Milan (Booth 41) and from
December 6 to 7 in Düsseldorf (Booth 12), the Hawa team wants to enter into an intensive dialog with the
visitors in order to discuss application ideas, acoustic requirements and efficient use of space. Interested
parties can retrieve a code at
https://www.hawa.com/to-architect-work-with-a-tightly-closing-sliding-door-hardware before the trade fairs which
will give them free entry.

Caption: The “Hawa Porta 100 HMT Acoustics” combines the advantages of
easy sliding and efficient use of space with tight closing which provides
protection from noise, odors, light and drafts. With this solution, comfortable
quiet zones can be created in no time, even with open architecture concepts.
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Hawa Sliding Solutions AG

Hawa Sliding Solutions AG has been developing and producing sliding hardware for doors,
partitions, furniture and facades in the residential & hospitality, health & retail, office & education
sectors since 1965. More than 350 patents bear witness to the innovative strength of the Swiss
company and its own claim to continuously assert itself as a global market and technology leader.
More than 60 product families form the basis for comprehensive solution competence which also
serves the megatrends: Microliving & Fluid Spaces, Building in Existing Contexts, Energy
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Efficiency & Climate Protection as well as Inclusive Design. Hawa operates in more than 70
countries worldwide, with two production facilities in Switzerland (Mettmenstetten and Sirnach),
foreign subsidiaries for North America (Dallas, USA), Asia and the Pacific region (Singapore) and
the Middle East (Dubai, UAE), and with more than 200 sales and specialist partners. #Hawa
Sliding Solutions AG, Untere Fischbachstrasse 4, 8932 Mettmenstetten, Switzerland –
www.hawa.com


